CLIMATE FRAUD FACTS
1. Water vapor is the most important greenhouse gas and accounts for 95%
of warming. It controls temperatures like a “thermostat”. Human-made CO2
accounts for 1% of greenhouse gases and has a limited impact on warming.
2. For every 85,000 molecules of air, 33 are CO2. For every 33 molecules of
of CO2, 32 are “natural” and essential to life on earth. How can 1 molecule
of 85,000, produced by humans, cause catastrophic warming? It cannot!
3. They substituted Climate Change for Global Warming because temperatures
did not increase. Severe weather and natural disasters promote apocalyptic
predictions. But Hurricanes, tornadoes, and cyclones have all declined.
The only natural disasters are fires they cause by forest mismanagement.
4. The Executive Secretary of U.N. Conferences admitted that the goal of the
Climate Change movement is to replace Capitalism with Global Socialism.
Ensuring a more sustainable and equitable Society. Redistribution of wealth.
5. The United Nations is a corrupt political organization. Their intent is to
control energy and gain power through Globalization. The hoax about
human caused global warming is used to deceive the public and policy
makers into believing they are responsible, and must be held accountable.
Climate Change is not about the environment, it’s about power and money.
6. We are living in one of the coldest periods in all of Earth’s history. A solar
minimum is starting and will continue for the next 30 to 50 years. Forecasts
say we could experience a mild Mini Ice Age. Global warming has “paused”.
7. The IPCC falsely overstates the importance of CO2 by amplifying its Global
Warming Potential, which is limited by its absorption of Infrared Radiation.
CO2 is a weak gas that is not capable of increasing temperatures on its own.
8. The hacked emails of “Climategate” revealed the corruption and deception
by leading IPCC scientists and authors. They manipulated, withheld, and
destroyed data; controlled publishing; discredited opposing views; falsified
reports; and used their power to censor research by other scientists.
9. The Sun drives temperatures and Water Vapor controls temperatures. CO2
lags behind temperature, and has no effect on Water Vapor. It’s primary role
is to nourish the ocean, plants and land as part of the Natural Carbon Cycle.
10. The Climate Socialists want to replace fossil fuels with energy that doesn’t
work and is too expensive. They want us to stop using airplanes and trains,
tear-down and rebuild our infrastructure. The cost is staggering. There are no
benefits. We loose our lifestyle and freedoms. America is destroyed forever.

